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INSTRUCTIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING AND REVIEW (CPPR)  

Only to be completed by those programs scheduled for the year according to the institutional comprehensive 
planning cycle for instructional programs (i.e., every four years for CTE programs and five years for all other 
instructional programs), which is produced by the Office of Academic Affairs.   
 
Program:  Broadcast Communications Planning Year:  2014-2015  
Last Year CPPR Completed:  2010 
 
Unit:  Engineering & Technology Cluster:  Workforce and Economic Development 

 

NARRATIVE:  INSTRUCTIONAL CPPR  

Please use the following narrative outline: 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

A. General Description about the Program 

 Program Mission  

 History of the program  
o Include significant changes/improvements since the last Program Review 
o List current and/or new faculty, including part-time faculty 
o Describe how the Program Review was conducted and who was involved 

Program Mission: 
The department of Broadcast Communications at Cuesta College is an academic program that seeks to nurture 
our diverse student population to achieve their career and educational goals in the fields of television, radio, 
and film production.  We actively support students in their efforts to obtain their associates degree, transfer 
to a university for further study, and/or advance into the workforce.  

History of the Program: 

Cuesta College’s Broadcast Communications Program was founded by Eugene Sheldon and Ed English in 1969 
and was developed by Bob Hartwig from the mid-seventies until 2005.  Based on an analysis of both 
curriculum and enrollment data Mr. Hartwig, performed a major upgrade of the department's facilities with 
mostly donated labor and equipment.  Mr. Hartwig passed away suddenly in 2005.  The department was then 
maintained by dedicated adjuncts and alumni, until John Arno was hired in 2007.  At that time the department 
was comprised of one full-time faculty member, two adjunct faculty members, one part-time lab technician, 
and one part-time repair engineer.  Because of budget cuts and the threat of program discontinuance, the 
department currently maintains one fulltime faculty member and no other personnel. In 2012 the department 
received an unsolicited donation from the  Schwartz family, which was used to upgrade the studio and remote 
video program to high definition. 
 

 
Program Goals:  

 



 
1. To enable students to become successful professional contributors in the electronic media industry 

and the community they serve; 
 

2. To expand program offerings in performance and technical abilities while pursing increased 
enrollment; 
 

3. To continue to upgrade the facilities and equipment to industry standards. 
 

B. Program Outcomes:  List the learning outcomes established for your program 

 
Program Outcomes: 
1. Demonstrate technical competence through effective use of industry standard equipment. 
 
2. Bring broadcast projects to completion by employing creativity, risk taking, critical thinking and 
time management. 
 
3. Write effectively to script standards, under deadline, for film and electronic media. 
 
4. Discuss the influence and significance of electronic media in contemporary society. 

 
 

II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS, INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES, AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  

A. Identify how your program addresses or helps the district to achieve its Institutional Goals and 
Objectives, and/or operational planning initiatives.  Please refer back to the Planning Documents 
section of this document. 

 
Institutional Goal # 1: Student Success: Degrees, transfer requirements, courses: In a tough economy, in a 
small job market, in a competitive industry, Broadcast Communication students get jobs in video and 
radio.  There is no greater assessment of student success for a vocational program.  But Broadcasting 
students have also transferred to prestigious university programs such as:  the USC School of Cinema 
Television, SFSU Broadcasting and Electronic Communications program, CSUN Cinema and Television Arts, 
Dodge College of Film and Television, Cal Poly Broadcast Journalism, and UC Berkeley's humanities 
program .   A graduate of Cuesta Broadcasting recently sent the email below. 
 

I hope all has been well. I wanted to reach out to for a few reasons. First I wanted to thank you again for the 
amazing education you provided at Cuesta, and especially helping me get the internship at Cal Poly. It was 
through passing your wonderful experience down to me that I have been able to achieve success down in Los 
Angeles where I have been living the past few years. I was able to graduate from Cal State Northridge with my 
bachelors in Television Production, but this is not what helped me find work down here. I got a internship on the 
Emmy award winning CBS medical talk show "The Doctors" 2 years ago specifically because the supervising 
producer was a Cal Poly/Cuesta alum from SLO, and loved my resume. This got my foot in the door, which lead 
to being hired on as a production assistant. I have been working very hard at Paramount studios where we film, 
and have now been given the opportunity to associate produce. We are part of Dr. Phil's production company and 
have a contract through 2019. Also in the off season I have worked on a half dozen reality shows for HGTV, 
History, Travel, and more. The education I received at CSUN was essentially repeating what I learned at Cuesta, 
and truly has not benefited me as much as what I learned from you. In addition I have lost 75 lbs and live a much 
happier, health lifestyle now. I want to express my deepest gratitude to you, and the broadcasting department at 
Cuesta. I wrap this current season of "The Doctors" at the end of April and will be back in SLO visiting family. I 



 
would love to catch up with you, and if you would like am happy to share my experience your current students. I 
think the biggest thing I didn't realize is the importance of an internship. If you don't have any connections in the 
industry (like me and most of your students), the only way to break in is by working hard for free as an intern. 
Again I hope you are doing well, and would love to catch up with you in April. Thanks again! 
  
Sincerely, 
 Name withheld for confidentiality 

 
 
The reason why this letter has been reproduced in this Program Review is that it emphasizes how we 
support institutional goal #1.  The Broadcast Communications  gives its students a Cal State quality 
education, that also emphasizes the importance of internships networking, tenacity and hard work.  
 
In addition our departmental data shows Jobs per enrollment at 12%. Jobs and Transfers per enroll at 17.5 
%.  Jobs per FTES = 61.1%.  Jobs and Transfers per FTES = 88.2%.  This means that less than 12% of 
Broadcasting FTES either do not transfer, do not find a job, or we have no data on them. 
 
Institutional Goal #2:  San Luis Obispo County Community College District will build a sustainable base of 
enrollment by effectively responding to the needs of its local service area.  The Broadcast Communications 
department fulfills this goal by maintaining an advisory committee of area professionals in the fields of 
radio, television, and film.  It was on the advice of your advisory committee that the department upgraded 
its television facilities to high definition. 
 
Institutional Goal #5. San Luis Obispo County Community college District will strengthen its partnerships 
with local educational institutions, civic organizations, businesses, and industries.  The Broadcast 
Communications depart fulfills this goal by performing outreach activities at area schools such as San Luis 
High School, Paso Robles High School, Templeton High School, Atascadero High School, Judkins Elementary 
School, and Los Osos Middle School.  The Broadcast Communications department at Cuesta College also 
maintains partnerships with the following local business, and civic organizations:  
1. KSBY  
2. KCOY/KFFX 
3. KCBX 
4. KZOZ  
5. KTRO 
6. KURQ 
7. KVEC 
8. KPMR, Univision 
9. KTXL 
10. KKAL  
11. AGP 
12. Scraping Bottom Productions 
13. Aspect Studios 
14. Barnett, Cox, & Associates  
15. Coastal Media Group 
16. El Dorado Broadcasters 
17. VanZ Video 
18. American General Media 
19. Animal Radio 
20. Digital West Video Productions 
21. San Luis Obispo Co., Department of Media and Public Relations. 



 
22. The City of Paso Robles 
23. The City of Atascadero 
24. Sierra Vista Hospital 
25. Cal Poly Marketing 
26. COE TV, Channel 19 
27. County Office of Education 
28. Cal Poly Athletics (Operation of their video scoreboard) 

 
Education Master Plan Core Principle 1:   “Preserve the integrity and excellence of the academic core 
through continual assessment and robust professional development.”   Current Broadcast Communications 
faculty continually assess current courses and gauges student satisfaction and solicits student suggestions 
through the implementation of daily course review forms and by tabulating end of the course surveys.  The 
current faculty member maintains robust professional development by subscribing to eight trade 
publications, producing many outside- the-classroom video and audio productions and participating in 
webinars on Avid editing, Pro Tools digital audio workstations, HD SDI signal flow, and Video Transcoding 
for Broadcast. 
 

Education Master Plan Core Principle 2:   “Continue Improving the College Culture to Honor Civility, 
Diversity, and Open Communication.”   Broadcast Communications is the only program that facilitates the 
college’s open communication via cable TV, Internet streaming, and our various Internet channels.  We are 
the program that pioneered the televising and streaming of the inner workings of the college.  And we are 
the only program on campus that has provided these services free of charge as part of an academic 
curriculum.   Video is the present and the future of open communication with both the district and the rest 
of the world.   To date, Broadcasting’s live streams have received positive feedback from Spain, Russia, 
Montana, Belgium, Germany, and Israel.  Maintaining  a video presence on television and on the Internet, 
aids Cuesta College in expressing itself in the most influential forms of open communication in both the 
20th and 21st centuries. 
 
 

The Broadcast Communications Department at Cuesta College contributes to IEO #8: Students successfully 
obtain and retain a job related to their vocational degree or certificate after one year of program 
completion/graduation. (CTEA Core Indicator 4P1).  For a small department, our students have had a long 
tradition of successfully finding jobs in our highly competitive field  

 

B. Identify how your program helps students achieve Institutional Learning Outcomes.  

  
ILO 1. Personal, Academic, and Professional Development Students. Achieving this outcome will be able to: 
recognize, assess, and demonstrate the skills and behaviors that promote academic and professional 
development, recognize, assess, and practice lifestyle choices that promote personal health and mental 
well-being, demonstrate the professional skills necessary for successful employment . Broadcast 
Communication students achieve Institutional Learning Outcome 1 by their successful employment rate 
and success transferred to prestigious university programs such as:  the USC School of Cinema Television, 
SFSU Broadcasting and Electronic Communications program, CSUN Cinema and Television Arts, Dodge 
College of Film and Television, Cal Poly Broadcast Journalism, and UC Berkeley's humanities program .   A 
graduate of Cuesta Broadcasting recently sent the email below. 
 

I hope all has been well. I wanted to reach out to for a few reasons. First I wanted to thank you again for the 
amazing education you provided at Cuesta, and especially helping me get the internship at Cal Poly. It was 

http://www.cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/Student_Learning_Outcomes.html


 
through passing your wonderful experience down to me that I have been able to achieve success down in Los 
Angeles where I have been living the past few years. I was able to graduate from Cal State Northridge with my 
bachelors in Television Production, but this is not what helped me find work down here. I got a internship on the 
Emmy award winning CBS medical talk show "The Doctors" 2 years ago specifically because the supervising 
producer was a Cal Poly/Cuesta alum from SLO, and loved my resume. This got my foot in the door, which lead 
to being hired on as a production assistant. I have been working very hard at Paramount studios where we film, 
and have now been given the opportunity to associate produce. We are part of Dr. Phil's production company and 
have a contract through 2019. Also in the off season I have worked on a half dozen reality shows for HGTV, 
History, Travel, and more. The education I received at CSUN was essentially repeating what I learned at Cuesta, 
and truly has not benefited me as much as what I learned from you. In addition I have lost 75 lbs and live a much 
happier, health lifestyle now. I want to express my deepest gratitude to you, and the broadcasting department at 
Cuesta. I wrap this current season of "The Doctors" at the end of April and will be back in SLO visiting family. I 
would love to catch up with you, and if you would like am happy to share my experience your current students. I 
think the biggest thing I didn't realize is the importance of an internship. If you don't have any connections in the 
industry (like me and most of your students), the only way to break in is by working hard for free as an intern. 
Again I hope you are doing well, and would love to catch up with you in April. Thanks again! 
  
Sincerely, 
 Name withheld for confidentiality 

 
 
The reason why this letter is important to ILO #1 is that it emphasizes academic development (transfer to 
university), professional development (skills learned through curriculum and internships), and even the 
student's mention of losing weight "promote(s) personal health and mental well-being," although he does 
not credit a direct link to Broadcast Communications or Cuesta College .   
 
As mentioned in a previous section, our departmental data shows Jobs per enrollment at 12%. Jobs and 
Transfers per enroll at 17.5 %.  Jobs per FTES = 61.1%.  Jobs and Transfers per FTES = 88.2%.  This means 
that less than 12% of Broadcasting FTES either do not transfer, do not find a job, or we have no data on 
them. 
 
ILO 2. Critical Thinking and Communication 
Students achieving this outcome will be able to:  analyze and evaluate their own thinking processes and 
those of others, communicate and interpret complex information in a clear, ethical, and logical manner.  
Broadcast Communications contributes to ILO 2 with our program outcome #3:  produce broadcast 
projects by employing creativity, risk taking, & critical thinking.  ILO 2 is further emphasized in the 
following course outcomes:  BCST 223 SLO #2: analyze the needs of a production, determine options for 
meeting those needs, and develop a workable plan for meeting those needs.   BCST 225A SLO #3 : build 
teamwork and troubleshooting skills in order to meet strict production schedules.  Here teamwork and 
troubleshooting skills require both critical thinking and clear/ethical/logical communication. The 
connection between critical thinking and formulating constructive criticism is permeated throughout the 
Broadcast Communications program.  For example,  BCST 225B SLO#  5: analyze and discuss the aesthetics 
of both professional and college level video productions.  Here students must use critical thinking to 
analyze and formulate constructive criticism for their work and the work of others.  BCST 226 SLO #  2 
critically analyze various professional and student scripts, audio/video files, newsbreaks, film programs, 
and commercial announcements and  BCST 226 SLO #  4 create, receive, and evaluate constructive criticism 
in order to improve one’s own writing also emphasizes critical thinking  in order to analyze and formulate 
criticism of written copy. 
 
ILO 3. Scientific and Environmental Understanding 
Students achieving this outcome will be able to: Draw conclusions based on the scientific method, 
computations or experimental and observational evidence, construct and analyze statements in a formal 



 
symbolic system, analyze the relationship between people's actions and the physical world, make decisions 
regarding environmental issues based on scientific evidence and reasoning.   Since the 17th century, the 
scientific method consisted in of the systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the 
formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses. As mentioned previously Broadcast Communications 
curriculum emphasizes the formulation of constructive criticism of written and video productions through 
the "observation" of student and professional work, "measuring" the effect of these works on an audience, 
"experimenting" with the antecedent observations and measurements in one's own work, then presenting 
one's own work for "testing" i.e. evaluation  by others students, before finally modifying their final projects 
for a grade.  This paradigm is following in each Broadcast Communications production course. 
 
ILO 4. Social, Historical, and Global Knowledge and Engagement. Students achieving this outcome will be 
able to:  analyze, evaluate, and pursue their opportunities and obligations as citizens in a complex world, 
demonstrate understanding of world traditions and the interrelationship between diverse groups and 
cultures.  Broadcast Communications promotes ILO 4 by Program SLO #6  trace the evolution of electronic 
media from preexisting mass media to the present day and Program SLO #7 discuss the influence and 
significance of broadcast media in contemporary society.  The program further emphasizes ILO 4 in BCST 
221, Introduction to Electronic Media with its course SLO's #3. discuss the influence and significance of 
electronic media in society SLO #4. discuss the influence of laws, regulations, and ethics on electronic 
media,  and #5. compare and contrast electronic media in disparate cultures and geographic locations.  
Last semester BCST 221 students analyzed electronic media from India, Africa, China, Hong Kong, and Iraq.  
In the production courses, students are often taught through screenings of films and videos from France, 
Mexico, and Russia as well as video expressions from various genders, sexual identities and time frames. 

 
ILO 5. Artistic and Cultural Knowledge and Engagement.  Students achieving this outcome will be able to:  
identify, create, or critique key elements of inspirational art forms, demonstrate knowledge of and 
sensitivity to diverse groups and cultures through studying the world's languages, societies, and histories.  
The Broadcast Communications program supports ILO 5 perhaps more than any other ILO.  In the program 
student's are required to create and critique the art forms of radio, audio, television, and electronic 
filmmaking on a regular basis.  Also emphasized in the curriculum is audio imagery and the expression of 
cinematic language as express by linguist Yurij Lotman. 
 
ILO 6. Technical and Informational Fluency. Students achieving this outcome will be able to: recognize 
when information is needed, and be able to locate and utilize diverse sources effectively and ethically, 
produce and share electronic documents, images, and projects using modern software and technology.  
While other programs at Cuesta College such as Drama, Music, and Art may also contribute to ILO 5, 
Broadcast Communications adds the technical fluency of ILO 6.  Students regularly uses industry standard 
technology such as Pro Tools, Avid Media Composer, tapeless HD cameras, HD/SDI signal flows.  Electronic 
documents in the form of video and audio files are routinely turned in by students and are posted on our 
Internet radio station and YouTube channels to be shared with the world.  However, the Broadcast 
Communications program would be able to support ILO 6 to a much greater extent if the program was 
allowed by Cuesta Computer Services to purchase 64 bit Windows 7 computers needed to run our 
broadcasting software and access the Cuesta network.  

 

 
  



 
III. PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS 

Program data is available on the SLOCCCD Institutional Research and Assessment website. 

A. Data Summary – Relevant Comments and Analysis 

 Include enrollment, retention, success, FTES/FTEF, degree and certificate completion, Scorecard data, and 
other pertinent information. 
o Response to specific Scorecard data 
o Response to site specific data 
OVERALL DEPARTMENT DATA 
 
                                                   2008-09  2009-10  2010-11  2011-12  2012-13 
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 
Sections                               20           25         22        15      15 
Fill Rate                            85.4%    101.9%  100.8% 90.8% 85.7% 
Enrollments                      211          274        256      207     168 
Headcount                       127          157        160      147      119 
FTES                              30.05      38.00       36.42   29.55  24.01 
FTEF                               3.43       3.30         3.43     2.40     2.20 
FTES/FTEF                    8.75       11.52      10.61   12.31   10.91 
Success Rate                70.1%     72.3%      69.1%  66.7% 75.0% 
Retention Rate              85.3%     91.5%     87.1%   84.5%  86.9% 
 

Overall, the Broadcast Communication's enrollment data is very strong for a program that does not 
have one G.E. course.  The above student success data does not reflect the our employment data 
which has been mentioned previously in this review.  Many Broadcast Communications do not 
complete because they either transfer or find employment in radio and television.  The above data also 
does not take into account our internship program.  An internship program is vital for finding 
employment in radio, television and film, however, it is tremendously difficult to coordinate at a two-
year education institution.  At a university,  internships are reserved for seniors and advanced 
upperclassmen.  Many broadcast communications industries have complained to me that have had to 
cancel their internship programs because their interns are not ready to enter the workforce, and 
instead of helping they are hindering the completion of professional productions.  In order to be 
successful the Cuesta Broadcasting internship program must be selective and therefore it cannot have 
the same fill rates as a traditional course.  

 

B. Offer interpretations of data, and identify areas for change to facilitate program quality and growth. 
Fill rates were on the rise and even over 100% until the threat of program discontinuance, then they 
dropped by 14%.  Since program discontinuance and budget cuts, the curriculum has been cut to the 
point that if one more course is cut, it will cease to be a program.  Originally the program which started 
out with five members were reduced to only one instructor.  Because of this increased workload, the 
instructor doesn't not have the time to give students the personal attention.    Fill rates could also be 
increased by discontinuing our internship program.  However, this would tremendously affect our 
students' employment rates in radio, TV and film. 

C. Describe program efforts to improve graduation rates, transfer rates and/or certificate completion. 
In order to improve graduation rates, the Broadcast Communications program has employed the 
services of CTE associate Judie Ferreira.  Every semester she gives a presentation on the benefits of 
completion that engages the students tremendously.  Graduations rates have always been under 
scrutiny since the beginning of the program because many students get jobs in broadcasting before 
graduating. 
 

http://cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/


 
IV. CURRICULUM REVIEW 

A. List all courses that have been created, updated, modified, or eliminated (and approved by the 
Curriculum Committee) since the last CPPR. 
Eliminated courses:  Advanced Audio Production: BCST 224B, BCST 224C, BCST 224D.  Internship 
courses:  BCST 230B, BCST 230C, BCST 230D.   

B. Provide evidence that the curriculum (including course delivery modalities) has been carefully 
reviewed during the past five years for currency in teaching practices, compliance with current policies, 
standards, regulations and advisory committee input.  Include evidence that the following entries on 
the course outline of record (CurricUNET format) are appropriate and complete:  

 Course description 

 Student learning outcomes 

 Pre-requisites/co-requisites 

 Topics and scope 

 Course objectives 

 Alignment of topics and scopes 

 Textbooks 

 CSU/IGETC transfer and AA GE information 

 Degree and Certificate information 

Include a calendar of a five-year cycle during which all aspects of the course outline of record and 
program curriculum, including the list above, will be reviewed for currency, quality, and appropriate 
CurricUNET format. 
Since the last program review the lead instructor has attended curriculum workshops to make sure 
that all courses meet current standards and regulations.  For further information please refer to the 
Broadcast Communications page on CurricUNET and to the Cuesta College Broadcast Communications 
Advisory Committee meeting minutes. 
 

  



 
V. PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS  

A. Attach Course or Program Assessment Summary (CPAS) form for each course in the program.  Faculty 
may summarize data results rather than providing raw data or exact figures. 
See attached CPAS documents. 
 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     July, 2013    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 225B Video Field Production and Editing 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

SLO #1: practice the proper terminology and proper use of video production equipment  
SLO #2: practice production safety  
SLO #3: practice basic preproduction, production, and postproduction techniques  
SLO #4: produce short, on-location video assignments suitable for broadcast on local public access or internet video sites 
SLO #5: analyze and discuss the aesthetics of both professional and college level video productions.   

 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Students are assessed by their participation in the five steps of video production for a total of three short video 
productions.  The steps of production in this course are listed as preproduction, dailies, rough edit, pickups, and 
final edit. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

SLO's #1 and #2 are assessed by in-class examinations.  SLO's #3, #4, and #5 are assessed by class 
participation.  Assessment is binary.  They either receive full credit for completing a section of production 
on time, or no credit for not completing a production section on time.  There are no make ups, but they can 
earn extra points with extra credit projects. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

If you eliminate the students that dropped and those who for some reason did not continue to participate. student 
success in this course is 100%.   

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

The binary assessment modality has been very successful in this course.  The philosophy behind this is that 
students will progress in video production if they are completing work regardless of the quality, although bonus 
points are given to those projects that are exemplary or have display an extraordinary amount of work.  This 
philosophy is also supported by the earlier works of major artists of the moving image.  There have been no 
improvement plans formulated for this class since this is the course's first CPAS.   

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

Expand the non-linear editing lab.  This will help with student success.  Because we are not allowed to purchase 
64bit Windows 7 computers, three of our editing bays are out of date and cannot be updated since new software 
requires a minimum of 64bit Windows 7..   

 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

These results will be presented at the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and will be reflected in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   

 
 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa


 
 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     May 30, 2012    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 224A 2011-2012 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

1. demonstrate knowledge of audio theory, acoustics, waveforms, and instruments by passing written tests 
2. identify the operational elements of a professional audio system by indicating the location of items in the college 
radio station and explaining their proper function   
3. follow established procedures to set-up and appropriately operate audio equipment for various production 
projects 
4. successfully produce a live performance, demonstrating through finished project and his/her knowledge of audio 
techniques. 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Student learning outcomes are assessed by:  
1. closed-book examinations (SLO 1 & 2) 
2. completion of out of class audio productions (SLO 3 & 4) 
3. Students may also earn extra credit by participating in Cuesta TV Electronic Field Production shoots (SLO 1 thru 
4) 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

1. Exams were administered at various times during the semester to assess SLO’s 1, 2, & 4 
2. Five outside of class individual audio productions were assigned to assess SLO 3 & 4.     
3. Students who were able and willing to volunteer for various shoot at Cuesta and Cal Poly to broadcast various 
live events.  At the end of the semester student participation is logged.  This may also assess SLO 1 thru 4. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

1. Of participating students the average score on exams during the 2011-2012 school year was 73%.  Exams in 
this area score student success in SLO 1 & 2. This is close to a perfect bell curve average, however it is at the 
lower end of the program's success rate. 
3. SLO's 3 and 4 have a 100% success rate as all students who turned in labs received full credit. 
2. During the 2011-2012 school year, 42% of all Audio Production students participated in extra credit audio 
productions further attributing to the success of SLO 3 & 4. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

1.  With lab participation and extra credit participation, SLO 3 & 4 seem to assess the strongest.  But SLO 3 & 4 
also relate to SLO 1 and 2 because it is impossible to practice operating on audio equipment if students do not 
know what the equipment is (SLO 1) and how it is used (SLO 2).  More labs would strengthen student success, but 
this would put a much greater strain on the department’s resources.  Currently the department only supports two 
digital audio workstations and one on-air booth.   

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

1. Figure out a method to evaluate extra credit in relation to SLO 3 & 4 success.  We have the number of students 
and the number of remote projects on which they participated, but I cannot figure out a mathematical formula that 
evaluates a voluntary assignment where the students receive full credit for participation. 
 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

This information will be shared with the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and be recorded in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
  

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     July, 2013    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 225A Video Studio Production 2012-2013 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

SLO 1. practice the proper operations of various television studio equipment including: cameras, teleprompter, 
lights, microphones, audio console, graphics generator, switcher, camera control units, and communications 
equipment. 
 
SLO 2. practice entry-level skills in the technical and aesthetic aspects of television production by producing from 
idea to broadcast short in-studio television programs suitable for broadcast on local public access stations or on 
Internet video sites.  

 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

An evaluation sheet is completed by student's peers SLO 1: the student's dependability (on time, isn’t absent, does 
the job with minimum supervision, etc.), SLO 1: initiative (doesn’t’ wait to be told, just does it, eagerness to do new 
things, etc.), SLO 2: ability (learns quickly, doesn’t need repeated detailed instructions, etc); SLO 2 people skills 
(gets along well with others, fits in as part of the team, etc.).  Each SLO is rated on a scale from A to F.  The 
evaluators circle the appropriate grade for each section of the form and add comments if necessary. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Both SLO 1 and SLO 2 are assessed by the participation in and the completion of in-class television 
productions.  

 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

If you eliminate the students that never showed up to one class and were never dropped, the fall semester had 
100% completion and participation for the first half of the semester until one student could no longer attend.  The 
assessment results for spring show nearly perfect completion and participation until week three, then a gradual 
decline that levels off at about 75%.  Because of scheduling, the students had to perform a 30min installment of 
Cuesta Sports Monthly by third week before the class had adequate time to perform the labs for all of the stations 
of the TV studio.  They did a fantastic job for so little training.  Unfortunately it was like giving the class their final on 
week three.  After doing so well on such a sophisticated production, it was difficult to keep their attention on the 
steps need to do the much easier labs.  This was a scheduling error that will not be repeated. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

The key to success in large group projects like TV productions is keeping the students interested even when they 
are not shooting.  Most students tend to participate in an environment where they are told exactly what to do they 
have a one on one supervisor standing over them while they complete their tasks.  This is not acceptable in TV 
production.  The students have to be involved more, and I have not found point deductions or poor grades as a 
deterrent.   

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

1) Find a way to get students more active in preproduction so that they actively participate throughout the course.   
2) Consult with other instructors of video to see how they structure their video course work. 
3) Do not schedule complex shoots too early in the semester.  
4) give daily quizzes on each production station. 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

These results will be presented at the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and will be reflected in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
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Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     May 30, 2012    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 226 Media Writing Spring 2012 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

1. practice professional formatting for various broadcast copy including dramatic, sitcom, PSA, commercial, 
news, animation, games, & the Internet 
2. distinguish the basic aesthetic components of scripts written for electronic and visual media 
3. critically analyze various professional and student scripts, tapes, film programs, and commercial announcements 
using proper terminology 
4. create, revise and improve scripts by effective writing and rewriting 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Student learning outcomes are assessed by:  
1. completion of writing projects and rewrites of writing projects(SLO 1, & 4) 
2. participation in writing workshop and critical discussions (SLO 2 & 3) 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

1. Writing assignments are administered at various times during the semester to assess SLO’s 1 & 4.  These 
assignments are graded by the following rubrics: 1) rough draft on time and in proper format (SLO #1), 2) final draft 
on time and in proper format  (SLO#4), 3) hook and hold audience’s attention (SLO #2) audience targeted 
effectively (SLO #3), visual communication (SLO #2). 
2. Students are graded as to their participation in the discussion of various professional and student writing.   
3. Students have the ability to earn extra credit by submitting additional rewrites of their final drafts and by 
volunteering to for various broadcasting events. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

1. Of the 16 students who were still enrolled in the course after the first assignment, only one student dropped and 
one failed to complete all of the assignments.  This is the only student who failed the course. That is over a 99% 
pass rate. 
2. The class averages for all five assignments were 84%, 90%, 87%, 84%, and 76%.  The average of all student 
grades for all of the assignments was 80% class wide. 
3. The class success rate for writing workshop portion of the class was 76%. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

1.  While the final grade averages suggest a bell curve at 80%, the individual grades show 47% of the class 
receiving 90% or above while 40% received a C grade (79%-70%) with only one B grade.  This is not uncommon in 
a writing class for broadcasting majors.  

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

SLO #2 & #3 could be better assessed with the implementation of vocabulary quizzes of writing and aesthetics 
terminology such as “inciting incident” and “dénouement”, etc. 
 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

This information will be shared with the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and be recorded in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
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Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     Feb, 2012    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 221 Introduction to Electronic Media 
2011-2012 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

SLO 1. trace the evolution of electronic media from preexisting mass media to the present day 
SLO 2. distinguish between the various parts of the communication process and how they apply to 
electronic media 
SLO 3. discuss the influence and significance of electronic media in society 
SLO 4. discuss the influence of laws, regulations, and ethics on electronic media 
SLO 5. compare and contrast operations of electronic media in disparate cultures and geographic 
locations. 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Student learning outcomes are assessed by closed book essay examinations, and a student exit survey. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

1) administer closed-book, essay examinations with the following questions: 
        (SLO1) Discuss the concept of “subsidiary rights,” Use specific examples to explain how subsidiary 
rights are/have been used in electronic media.  
        (SLO 1&4) Discuss the concept of “yellow journalism”. Use specific examples to explain how yellow 
journalism influences electronic media. 
         (SLO 2) Name and define all of the parts of the communication process, and use a specific example to 
explain how electronic media uses two-way communication 
       (SLO 3) Explain how modern cinema evolved into an electronic medium.  
       (SLO 4) Compare and contrast how the Internet is perceived differently by the legal community in the 
MySpace suicide case and the “Social Media Pitfalls” article. 
       (SLO 5) Using specific examples, explain the influence of Hong Kong cinema on Hollywood cinema OR the 
influence of Indian cinema on Hollywood.   
3) administer a comprehensive final examination during finals week 
4) administer a Likert-scale survey before the final examination for students to self-assess their ability regarding the 
above outcomes. Students responded to each item by choosing one of the following responses: 
     a)I can accomplish this outcome much better than before I completed this course 
     b) I can accomplish this outcome better than before I completed this course 
     c) I can accomplish this outcome the same as before I completed this course 
     d) I can accomplish this outcome worse than before I completed this course 
     e) I can accomplish this outcome much worse than before I completed this course 

 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

1) Of all students who participated in the first examination the average grade was 85% out of 100% possible.  
There were 24 passes and 1 failure. 
2) Of all students who participated in the second examination, the average grade was 88%.  There were only two 
students who scored under 70%. 
3) Of all the students who participated in the final examination, the average grade was 85%.  All students passed 
with the lowest exam grade being 80%. 
4). Of all the student survey results: 
(SLO 1) 10 responded Much better than before, 2 responded better than before, 1 worse than before 
( SLO 2) 13 responded Much better, 3 responded better than before, 1 responded worse than before 
(SLO 3) 12 responded much better than before, 4 responded better than before, 1 worse than before 
(SLO 4) 7 responded much better than before, 6 responded better than before, 2 responded the same as before, 1 
responded worse than before 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 
(SLO 5) 5 responded much better than before, 4 responded better than before, 2 responded same as before, 1 
responded worse than before. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

Considering the 99% passing rate and 85% average score in the class, the relatively low scores on the student 
self-survey are surprising.  In hindsight the Likert response choices seemed skewed toward a successful high 
student rating.  For example, how could discussing an unfamiliar subject for several weeks make you be less able 
to discuss it?  Yet one student felt that the course was detrimental to them completing all of the outcomes.  The 
students rated themselves at discussing the media of other cultures the lowest.  This can be directly attributed to 
the language barrier.  Television, radio and other multimedia from non-western cultures are not available in 
English.  The documentary “TV Iraqi Style” was not shown this semester because the instruction computer’s DVD 
player would not read the disc. 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

1) Give the exact same exit survey to the students on the very first day of class, to create profile of their previous 
knowledge base.  This data could also be used to enhance course topics to suit the students’ strengths and 
weaknesses.  This data would also be compared to the exit data to prevent any false markers in the data.   
2) More explanation of SLO’s and the purpose of exit survey to the students may prove beneficial to the validity of 
the survey results.  Many of the responses seemed to rate the course and/or the instructor rather than the students’ 
own abilities.  
3) Data should be kept on each exam question rather than the exam as a whole.  As it stands, only a total final 
exam score is recorded rather than keeping scores on each question.  Since each exam question relates to an 
outcome, keeping scores on each question would help better assess the outcomes.  
4) More non-western electronic media examples with English subtitles are needed to boost the assessment quality 
for SLO 5. 
5) Improve the way media can be displayed in the classroom, and do not rely on Cuesta computers to display 
video content. 
6) The second lowest student rated SLO relates to laws, regulations, and ethics in electronic media.  While laws, 
regulations, and ethics are permeated within all course topics, there is not a separate unit that confronts laws, 
regulations, and ethics.  A separate unit should be added to the lectures to confront this SLO. 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

These results will be presented at the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and will be reflected in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
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Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division: Engineering & Technology Program: Broadcast Communication   Date:   5/30/12  v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _BCST 227 Principles of Radio Broadcast Performance  

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:   Wendy Wagoner, John Arno 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes X  No______
     

1 Student 
Learning 
Outcome 
Statement
s  

□ Program 

X□ 
Course 

1. utilize techniques to improve speaking voice 
2. exhibit the skills of an effective announcer 
3. display the skills for proper radio music announcing 
4. interpret communications messages for a variety of audiences 
5. develop critical on-air interviewing skills 
6. develop effective news reading skills 
7. develop methods of self-improvement 
 

2 Assessme
nt 
Methods 
Plan 
(identify 
assessmen
t 
instrumen
ts, scoring 
rubrics, 
SLO 
mapping 
diagrams) 

1. Administer a self-evaluation of performance skills at the end of the semester. 
This self-evaluation is compared to self-evaluation given at the beginning of the 
semester. Student is able to see their progress. (SLOs 1-6) 

2. Administer performance final exam (SLOs 1-7) 
3. Using a rubric to determine if students exhibit improvement. 

3 Assessme
nt 
Administr
ation Plan 
(date(s), 
sample 
size or 
selection 
of course 
sections, 
scoring 
procedure
s, etc.) 

Self- evaluation was given the last week of the semester May 2012. This course 
has a sample size of 15.  12 self-evaluations were submitted.  
 

4 Assessme
nt Results 
Summary 

SLO 1: Improvement- 5  Somewhat- 7 
SLO 2: Improvement- 8 Somewhat- 4 
SLO 3: Improvement- 12 
SLO 4: Improvement-12 
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(summariz
e Data) 

SLO 5: Improvement-6 Somewhat-5 Slightly-1 
SLO 6: Improvement- 7 Somewhat-6 
SLO 7: Improvement- 12 

5 Discussion 
of 
Assessme
nt 
Procedure 
and 
Results, 
and 
Effectiven
ess of 
Previous 
Improvem
ent Plans  

Students felt they had improved over 18 weeks but 90% of students commented 
that the course curriculum was more challenging than they expected. 
Work on more one on one assistance and better identify challenging areas of 
broadcast performance for each student. 

6 Recomme
nded 
Changes & 
Plans for 
Implemen
tation of 
Improvem
ents 

Survey students more frequently throughout the semester and provide 
performance assignments that effectively address each student’s performance 
weaknesses. 

7 Descriptio
n or 
evidence 
of dialog 
among 
course or 
program-
level 
faculty 
about 
assessmen
t plan and 
results  

At the end of the semester met with faculty to discuss more effective assessment 
techniques.  

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program 
needs to complete a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed 
CPAS and program mapping documents are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
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Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     Feb, 2012    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 230A  Television Internship 2011-2012 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

SLO 1. apply dependability in a professional television production environment 
SLO 2. apply initiative (not waiting to be told what to do, eagerness to do new things, etc.) in a professional 
television production environment 
SLO 3. apply problem solving techniques and independent learning in a professional television production 
environment  
SLO 4. apply teamwork and people skills in a professional broadcasting producton environment 

 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

An evaluation sheet is completed by the intern’s immediate supervisor that ranks SLO #!: the intern’s dependability 
(on time, isn’t absent, does the job with minimum supervision, etc.), SLO #2: initiative (doesn’t’ wait to be told, just 
does it, eagerness to do new things, etc.), SLO #3: ability (learns quickly, doesn’t need repeated detailed 
instructions, etc); SLO#4 people skills (gets along well with others, fits in as part of the team, etc.).  Each SLO is 
rated on a scale from A to F.  The evaluators circle the appropriate grade for each section of the form and add 
comments if necessary. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

The above evaluation form was emailed to the 4 interns’ immediate supervisors at the end of the appropriate 
session.   

 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

The two students in the fall semester who completed their respective internships were given perfect scores by their 
supervisors and offered jobs.  One of the fall students was hired; the other declined in order to transfer to a 
university.  The student who completed the spring semester received a perfect score, and was offered a job, but 
the student declined in order to transfer to a university.  The student in the summer session received a perfect 
score and was hired by the television station. 
 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

A successful internship program is one in which the students are offered jobs at the end of their internships.  100% 
all the 2011-2012 Cuesta Broadcasting interns were offered jobs in television production.  

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

An additional question should be added to the intern evaluation form:  “Would you hire this intern if there was an 
entry level job available at your facility?”  This question needs to be added because there needs to be a written 
record of the students’ job offers instead of this information being communicated by word-of-mouth. 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

These results will be presented at the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and will be reflected in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
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This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     May 30, 2012    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 223 Video Operations 2011-2012 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

1. identify various pieces of video equipment (cameras, switchers, character generators, videotape 
recorders, distribution amplifiers, patch panels, etc.) and explain how they are applied to various 
professional situations 
2. analyze the needs of a production, determine options for meeting those needs, and develop a workable 
plan for meeting those needs 
3. practice operating studio and field video equipment  
4. identify the basic skills, qualities, and responsibilities of the various production areas such as producing, 
directing, lighting, sound, floor directing, camera work, editing, and effects 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Student learning outcomes are assessed by:  
1. a series of closed book, multiple choice exams (SLO 1, 2, & 4) 
2. participation in 3 in-class lab activities (SLO 3) 
3. Students may also earn extra credit by participating in Cuesta TV Electronic Field Production shoots (SLO 3) 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

1. Exams were administered at various times during the semester to assess SLO’s 1, 2, & 4 
2. Three in-class video productions were administered during the semester (a video studio production, a field 
interview, and an Avid editing lab.)  to assess SLO 3.  During labs, students are given full credit for their 
participation in the video productions if they show up on time, and successfully complete the steps required to 
complete the production.  Points are deducted for lateness, leaving early, and unprofessional demeanor. 
Unprofessional demeanor is determined by if the student helps or hinders the completion of video production.   
3. Students who were able and willing to volunteer for various shoot at Cuesta and Cal Poly to broadcast various 
live events.  At the end of the semester student participation is logged.  This also asses SLO 3. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

1. Of participating students the average score on exams during the 2011-2012 school year was 90.2%.  Exams in 
this area score student success in SLO 1, 2 and 4. This is very encouraging.  With the lowest exam success rate 
being 78.6% on the exam administered immediately after spring break. 
3. SLO 3 had a 100% success rate as all participating students completed their video labs in Spring 2012.  (No 
data on lab participation was recorded in Fall 2012). 
2. During the 2011-2012 school year, 39 Video Operations students logged 196 volunteer hours in broadcasting 
live, extra credit video productions at Cuesta and Cal Poly, further attributing to the success of SLO 3. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

1.  With lab participation and extra credit participation, SLO 3 seems to assess the strongest in this course.  But 
SLO 3 also relates to SLO 1 and 2 because it is impossible to practice operating on studio and field video 
equipment if students do not know what the equipment is (SLO 1) and how it is used (SLO 2).  More labs would 
strengthen student success, but this would put a much greater strain on the department’s resources.  With our 
current TV studio, 10 students can complete a single video studio production.  This accommodates only half the 
class.  We could add more cameras, and a perambulator boom, video playback operator, two graphics stations, 
movable lighting/ set pieces, but this could easily cost over $200,000.   

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

1. While the success on the examinations is high, in order to make specific SLO assessment more enlightening, 
each exam question will be associated with a SLO and the results of each exam question will be scored separately 
to better assess with which outcome the students need more help. 2) Find new avenues to fund TV studio and field 
equipment expansion. 
 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

This information will be shared with the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and be recorded in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
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Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be stored on 
a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Engineering & Technology Program:     Broadcast Communications  Date:     May 30, 2012    v. 2 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  _______Broadcast Communications 224A 2011-2012 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  ___John Arno________________________ 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes__X___  No______  
   

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

x□ Course 

1. demonstrate knowledge of audio theory, acoustics, waveforms, and instruments by passing written tests 
2. identify the operational elements of a professional audio system by indicating the location of items in the college 
radio station and explaining their proper function   
3. follow established procedures to set-up and appropriately operate audio equipment for various production 
projects 
4. successfully produce a live performance, demonstrating through finished project and his/her knowledge of audio 
techniques. 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Student learning outcomes are assessed by:  
1. closed-book examinations (SLO 1 & 2) 
2. completion of out of class audio productions (SLO 3 & 4) 
3. Students may also earn extra credit by participating in Cuesta TV Electronic Field Production shoots (SLO 1 thru 
4) 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

1. Exams were administered at various times during the semester to assess SLO’s 1, 2, & 4 
2. Five outside of class individual audio productions were assigned to assess SLO 3 & 4.     
3. Students who were able and willing to volunteer for various shoot at Cuesta and Cal Poly to broadcast various 
live events.  At the end of the semester student participation is logged.  This may also assess SLO 1 thru 4. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

1. Of participating students the average score on exams during the 2011-2012 school year was 73%.  Exams in 
this area score student success in SLO 1 & 2. This is close to a perfect bell curve average, however it is at the 
lower end of the program's success rate. 
3. SLO's 3 and 4 have a 100% success rate as all students who turned in labs received full credit. 
2. During the 2011-2012 school year, 42% of all Audio Production students participated in extra credit audio 
productions further attributing to the success of SLO 3 & 4. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

1.  With lab participation and extra credit participation, SLO 3 & 4 seem to assess the strongest.  But SLO 3 & 4 
also relates to SLO 1 and 2 because it is impossible to practice operating on audio equipment if students do not 
know what the equipment is (SLO 1) and how it is used (SLO 2).  More labs would strengthen student success, but 
this would put a much greater strain on the department’s resources.  Currently the department only supports two 
digital audio workstations and one on-air booth.   

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

1. Figure out a method to evaluate extra credit in relation to SLO 3 & 4 success.  We have the number of students 
and the number of remote projects on which they participated, but I cannot figure out a mathematical formula that 
evaluates a voluntary assignment where the students receive full credit for participation. 
 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

This information will be shared with the Broadcast Communications Advisory Committee and be recorded in the 
agenda and minutes. 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to complete 
a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program mapping documents 
are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
  

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa


 
 

B. Include a mapping document that indicates how course-level SLOs connect to program-level SLOs.  
Reference:  Student Learning Outcomes and Assessments. 
      
 

Prgm 
BCST 
221 

BCST 
223 

BCST 
224A 

BCST 
225A BCST225B 

BCST 
226 

BCST 
230 

SLO               

# Intro to Video Audio Video Video Media TV 

  B'cast Ops Prod Studio Field Writing Internship 

1   X X X X     

2     X X X   X 

3     X X X X   

4     X X X X X 

5       X X   X 

6 X             

7 X             

 
 

  

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/


 
Program Assessment Mapping and Calendar   last updated Spring 2013  

Title of Program: Broadcast Communications  

Program SLOs 
 

1. practice technical competence through effective use of current media equipment. 
 
2. work in a production environment as a team leader and member through skillful listening 
communicating, adapting, and practicing professional standards 
 
3.  produce broadcast projects by employing creativity, risk taking, critical thinking, and effective time 
management. 
 
4. practice effective script standards under deadlines for film and electronic media. 

 
5. trace the evolution of broadcast media from preexisting mass media to the  present day.            
 
6. discuss the influence and significance of broadcast media in contemporary society. 

 
Relationship between assessed course level SLOs and Program Level SLOs.   

Course Course name 
Program Student Learning Outcomes 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

221 
Intro to Electronic 
Media 

    ABC ABC  

223 Video Operations  ABC ABC ABC     

224A Audio Production ABC ABC ABC ABC    

225A 
Video Studio 
Production 

ABC ABC ABC ABC    

225B 
Field Video 
Production & Editing 

AB AB AB AB    

226 
Writing for Electronic 
Media 

   ABC    

Key:  A (SLOs exist for course)    B (SLOs is assessed in course)   C (course assessment report completed) 
 
 
Program Assessment Calendar                                         

CYCLE STAGE Fall 2011 Sp 2012 Fall 2012 Sp 2013 Fall 2013 Sp 2014 

SLO Assessment 221 223 226 224A 225A 225B 

Analyze Results & 
Plan 
Improvements 

226 221 223 226 224A 225A 



 

Plan 
Implementation 

223 225 221 223 226 224A 

Post-
Implementation 
SLO Assessment 

225 226 224A 221 223 226 

 
 

  



 
 

C. Highlight improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO assessment. 
Improvements to the Broadcast Communications program that have resulted from SLO assessment 
include:   
1. Implemented  revised assessment modalities so that specific assessment sections will directly link 

and assess specific student learning outcomes. 
2. Reevaluated program and course SLO's in order to have clear links to college wide planning 

documents such as the college mission and Institutional Learning Outcomes. 
3. Planned expansion of our audio lab facilities to improve student success and to better comply with 

the chancellor's requirements for TBA lab hours. 
4. Reprogrammed online student surveys to better gauge student response data. 
5. Added more international media to curriculum. 
6. Added more units on ethics, laws, and regulations to curriculum. 

D. Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of SLOs. 

 For funding requests complete the applicable Unit Plan Funding Request Worksheet 

 For faculty hiring needs, attach Section H – Faculty Prioritization Process 
See current unit plan.  There are no faculty nor staff hiring requested at this time. 
 

VI. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/FORECASTING  
Create a short narrative describing the development forecasting elements, indicating how they support 
efforts to achieve any of the following, where applicable:  Program Outcomes, Institutional Goals, 
Institutional Objectives, and/or Institutional Learning Outcomes. 

 New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Goals and Objectives 

 New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Learning Outcomes 

 New or modified action steps for achieving program outcomes 

 Anticipated changes in curriculum and scheduling 

 Levels or delivery of support services 

 Facilities changes 

 Staffing projections 

 Strategies for responding to the predicted budget and FTES target for the next academic year 
Program and course outcomes need to have their language rewritten in order to align with college master 
plan documents such as ILO's.  The college needs to find and implement a system to gather employment 
data for program students.  I have dozens of students working in radio, television, and film, but these 
students are not counted as successes because they are not tracked.  Since the last program review the 
program tried to update all Broadcast Communications courses by making them GE transferrable.  Having 
all courses GE transferrable would tremendously impact fill rates and FTES/FTEF rations for the better.  At 
all other educational institutions this can be accomplished by adding a history and aesthetics competent.  
At all other educational institutions this type of action is encourage and nurtured.  Unfortunately, this is 
not the case at Cuesta College.  All of my curriculum requests were denied, and no revision for approval 
were recommended.  The support services here at Cuesta are difficult to abhorrent.  According to student 
surveys the program get little to no counselor support.  In fact students have complained that when they 
told Cuesta counselors that they wanted to learn video editing, they were advised to courses in Recording 
Arts that does not even offer a video curriculum.  Cuesta College needs to implement a system to track 
how many students the college loses due to lack of access to sufficient computer technology.  While drops 
in FTES are normally hung on the program and the instructors, how many students does Cuesta College 
lose because they are frustrated at using computers that cannot load a web page in under 2 minutes?  My 
student surveys express  a high degree of dissatisfaction with computer technology to which they have 



 
access.. 

 
VII. END NOTES (If Applicable) 

If applicable, you may attach additional documents or information, such as assessment forms, awards, 
letters, samples, lists of students working in the field, etc. 
 
Cuesta Broadcasting students won the central coast regional Skill USA competition for Digital Cinema 
Spring, 2014. 
 

NON-INCLUSIVE LIST OF BROADCAST COMMUNICATION STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED IN THE RADIO, TV, AND FILM 

INDUSTRIES SINCE FALL 2010. 

1) Anthony Johnson (KSBY) 

2) Jadon Hicks (KSBY) 

3) Frankie Van Hoozer (Director, Daybreak, KSBY TV) 

4) Sam McDonald (KSBY) 

5) Drew Levine (COAST 101.3) 

6) Katie Hackett (KSBY) 

7) Amber Rose Turk (KTRO 92.1 FM) 

8) Robyn Marie Hill (KSBY) 

9) Charles Lopez (Black Tie Studios, UC San Diego, USC Cinema-TV) 

10) Joel Vanzeventer (VanZ Video) 

11) Melissa Brooks (KCOY, Barnett-Cox, & Associates commercial division) 

12) Brian Der Garabedian (San Luis Obispo Co., Department of Media and Public Relation) 

13) Kai Beech (KTXL TV, Sacramento) 

14) Bryson Valente (Costal Media Group, KSBY) 

15) Hal Abrams (Animal Radio) 

16) Will Pompe (KVEC, on-air talent) 

17) Jessica Bustos (KSBY) 

18) Esther L Guardado (KSBY) 

19) Jacob Jones (ESPN radio) 

20) Ian Atkins (Morris Electronics) 

21) Jason Cummings (KSBY) 

22) Nicolas Saiz (AGP) 

23) Shane Wright (Freshcoast Entertainment) 

24) Wendy Morris (Scraping Bottom) 

25) Jenna Coburn (Scraping Bottom) 

26) Robert Weber (Barnett, Cox, & Associates) 

27) Mary McNally (Cal Poly, Media Relations) 

28) Edward Journet (AGP) 

29) Matthew Foote (Scraping Bottom Productions) 

30) Scott Stevenson (Seacrest Hotel media production) 

31) Lauren Swartzman (Sierra Club) 



 
32) Mike Miller (CAO Studios, San Francisco, Form and Fiction) 

33) John Kirsh (Videographer at BNQT.com) 

34) Vincent DeLorenzi (ESPN Radio) 

35) Christopher Daily (KSBY, Coast Media) 

36) Colin Quinnell (The Doctors, ION TV) 

37) JR Garcia (TalentWorks, talent management) 

38) Nate Leal (Volcom, extreme sports cinematographer) 

39) Timothy T-Wreck Kohler (vocal performer for radio and animation) 

40) Devon Hardy (DJ, TastyTreat) 

41) Christian Jacobs (Operation Save Lives, Media Department) 

42) Eden Elissague (video editor, Mustang Media Group) 

43) Milton Davis (Doug Fleenor Lighting Design, Inc.) 

44) Ally Mello (Cast Images Talent Agency) 

45) Timothy Amyx (video editor, SFCA) 

46) Jenna Lee (El Segundo TV) 

47) Mathew Cordon Foote (John Anson Amphitheater, video support) 

48) Robin Marie Hill (Aspect Studios) 

49) Sam McDonald (AV Tech, Cesar Chavez Student Center) 

50) Brandon Nelson (Brandon Nelson Productions) 

51) Sophie Robertson (Media Coordinator, 86 Degrees) 

52) Colton Walter (video editor, Tripping Point Solutions) 

 

 


